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Project Summary
This Motus Update summarizes our efforts to deploy tags and track migration of four species 
in western Montana and outlines our current and future infrastructure expansion as part of the 
Intermountain West Collaboration (IWC). Active stations now spread throughout the 
Intermountain West and western North America (below).

IWC Motus stations
Partner Motus stations
All other Motus stations 2



Table of tags deployed 2021 plus total since project inception

Species 2019 2020 2021 Total

Lewis’s Woodpecker 21 26 30 77

Common Nighthawk 3 16 22 41

Common Poorwill - 7 22 29

Northern Saw-whet Owl - 45 73 118

Flammulated Owl - - 1 1

Total 24 94 146 264

Nanotag Deployment
We deployed well over 100 tags on MPG Ranch projects this year. We used two different tag 
sizes depending on the species or size of the individual. Once deployed on a bird, tags should 
last at least two years. 
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We tripled our tagging success with Common Poorwills in 2021.



Poorwill 217 left the valley on 9/24 and was detected two 
days later at the World Center for Birds of Prey in Boise, ID 

Species Summary: Common Poorwill
Poorwills returned to the ranch in early May, though we did not detect any with tags on our 
stations until 6/6. Poorwills live in rugged terrain, making it more difficult for our stations to 
pick up tag signals. Of the seven tagged in 2020, we located four via a combination of our 
station array and handheld telemetry. Possibly the three undetected poorwills did return, and 
we missed them. In 2021 we deployed 22 tags on birds of all ages. Poorwills migrated from 
the valley from 9/12 to 10/02. After hitting many Bitterroot Valley stations, we detected five 
in Salmon, ID, as they made their way south. Detections like these are helping us to estimate 
travel speeds; two poorwills traveling from the Bitterroot Valley to Salmon, ID, moved at a 
ground speed of 28 km/h and 39 km/h.
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We tracked two hatch-year poorwills to the Kern Valley of California, a journey of 
approximately 800 miles from where they were born on MPG Ranch. We banded poorwill 
#237 as a nestling in July 2021 (top), then recaptured it in September and tagged it (middle). 
It was detected in the southern Bitterroot Valley and Salmon, ID, on 9/24 and made its way to 
California on 10/1. Poorwill #193 left the ranch on 9/28, was detected at two other Bitterroot 
Valley stations on 10/2, then arrived in California on 10/21. This last poorwill departed the 
breeding grounds with only one tail feather due to stress molt while handled (bottom). After 
two days at the Kern, the tag signals fainted away, so perhaps these poorwills continued 
south into Baja California. 

800 mi
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Poorwills from MPG Ranch do not appear to have a single travel route or overwintering area; 
we have detections of them spread across the width of their southern distribution. Thanks to a 
recent increase in stations in Mexico, including Baja California, and planned stations in Utah 
and Nevada, we may obtain more detections in the next few weeks, this winter or spring.

Fall 2020
Spring 2021
Fall 2021
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Species Summary: Common Nighthawk
Nighthawks arrived on breeding territories a whole month later than poorwills, and we 
detected returning birds from 6/4 to 6/16. We detected about half of the birds tagged in 2020 
and none from 2019. We suspect a good portion of these tags may no longer work. We 
seldom recapture nighthawks, so it is hard to confirm survival via recapture. We also know 
that nighthawks travel long distances while foraging, and some of our tagged birds, though 
captured in the Bitterroot Valley, may not have territories there. Nighthawks also encounter 
very challenging conditions on their long migration, and some may die in route. Our ability 
to capture them improves every year, and this year we deployed 22 tags throughout the 
northern Bitterroot Valley. They began migration in mid-August and were all gone by 9/7.

Though they nest on the ground, Common Nighthawks often roost in trees during migration. 7



2020

2021

We only recaptured one bird from a previous year, a male near the same breeding territory he 
occupied on Little Baldy Saddle in 2020.  His harness looked great, and with more than a 
year left of tag life, we left the existing tag in place. In the time between captures, he was 
detected at a station about 3,400 miles away in northeastern Colombia and remained one of 
the farthest-tracked nighthawks of our study. 
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We’ve tracked nighthawks for two falls and one spring migration, with detections at 26 
stations outside the Bitterroot Valley. We’ve had multiple detections (larger circles) at some 
stations, particularly along the coasts of Florida. We presume they’re taking a route over 
water, crossing the Caribbean Sea. Though we’ve only had one season of spring tracks, we 
wonder if nighthawks take a different path in spring versus fall, perhaps along the Gulf Coast 
of Central America and Mexico. We hope increased station coverage and close to 40 active 
tags will reveal more detections in spring 2022.
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Species Summary: Lewis’s Woodpeckers
As seen in previous years, few Lewis’s Woodpeckers captured last year returned to the 
Bitterroot Valley. Not all woodpeckers occupied areas easily covered by Motus stations. We 
used station data, handheld telemetry, and visual inspections of feeders to determine we had 
no birds of the 21 tagged in 2019 and only seven of 26 birds from 2020. However, we 
continued to see one bird color-banded in 2018 before working with nanotags (inset). 
“BPOA” has occupied different nests and paired with varying mates in the Pump Slough area 
of MPG Ranch for at least the past four years. She nested high in a cottonwood overlooking 
the Bitterroot River in 2021 (below). This re-sighting confirms that Lewis’s Woodpeckers can 
live many years and reinforces our hopes that the Motus network will help us figure out 
where non-returning birds go next.
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The five tagged birds from 2020 arrived from 4/30 to 5/15, and we began capture efforts in 
early May. We captured 31 birds and deployed 30 nanotags. We recaptured one bird from a 
previous season and replaced its nanotag (below). Station data suggest birds started departing 
the valley throughout August and into September. With 66 woodpeckers detected at 
Bitterroot Valley stations over three years, we can begin to look at timing, distance, and 
direction of movements. An initial analysis of our 2021 departure data suggests Lewis’s 
Woodpeckers migrate at night! 

We recaptured woodpecker OOAX in 2021 and replaced its tag #211 with tag #137. 
We rarely see, let alone recapture, Lewis’s Woodpeckers between years, making this an 
excellent opportunity to examine harness wear, tag condition, and feather molt. 11



For the first time, we’ve detected Lewis’s Woodpeckers outside of the Bitterroot Valley, 
presumably on their way to wintering grounds. We noticed two woodpeckers at the Vesper 
Meadow Motus station in southern Oregon, which we installed with the Klamath Bird 
Observatory. Both birds took about a week to travel the 500 miles between breeding sites in 
the Bitterroot Valley past this station. William Blake saw many large flocks of Lewis’s 
Woodpeckers passing through this area when he installed the station in fall 2020. 

We detected woodpecker #140 
at the Vesper Meadows Motus 

station in southern Oregon.

500 mi
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Our detections in southern Oregon give us a direction to focus additional efforts on 
pinpointing Lewis’s Woodpecker migratory routes. In 2022 we hope to collaborate with the 
Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife to install four new stations (dark blue) in the Blue 
Mountains range between La Grande and Baker City in northeastern Oregon. 
Biologists report many, many Lewis’s Woodpeckers migrating through this area. These 
stations fill in a much-needed gap between our existing (light blue), collaborator (green), and 
other (yellow) stations. Red arrows on this map show our projected pathway for Lewis’s 
Woodpeckers in the Bitterroot Valley en route to their winter grounds in California.
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Species Summary: Northern Saw-whet Owl
Northern Saw-whet Owls continued as our most tagged species. We picked up signals from a 
third of the owls tagged in the fall of 2020 during the following winter. However, detections 
dropped off in April 2021, and we got few signals over the summer. Some of these birds may 
have migrated north or bred locally in places outside of station coverage (e.g., higher 
elevations, behind topography). This year we deployed 73 tags in a season-spanning 9/6 to 
10/28. We managed to recapture one owl (below) whose signals we detected intermittently 
over the winter and all summer, suggesting a breeding territory in the northern Bitterroot. We 
removed and replaced her tag and saw no sign of problems with the harness.
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In both years, owl detections decreased with distance south in the Bitterroot Valley (inset), 
suggesting most owls traveled in either a SW or SE direction over the Bitterroot or Sapphire 
Mountains. This pattern confirms our observations from previous telemetry work. We hope 
the Motus network will reveal more regional movements. So far, we’ve had only five 
detections of owls outside of Montana, with just one in 2020 and four in 2021. It took owls 
up to 12 days to travel between the Bitterroot Valley and sites in central Idaho, so we may 
still get additional detections this fall. We have no idea how far south these owls might go.

Fall 2020
Fall 2021
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Growing IWC Network With Partners
Our array currently includes 37 Motus stations. Additionally, we installed or contributed 
support for 15 partner Motus stations in neighboring western States and Mexico.
Locally, we expanded our Montana and Idaho network based on several ongoing research 
projects. In Montana, we added six stations to help songbird and bat migration projects and 
the Sharp-tailed Grouse reintroduction effort. With the continued help from the Intermountain 
Bird Observatory at Boise State, we installed four stations in Idaho, all on Idaho Fish and 
Game (IDFG) properties. We chose each location to provide better coverage for species that 
migrate across the Snake River Plains or east towards the Central Flyway.

2020
2021
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The Sharp-tailed Grouse Motus Project

Our Motus expansion helps the Sharp-tailed Grouse reintroduction project in three valleys of 
western Montana. In the Bitterroot Valley, we successfully detected 22 of the 25 Sharp-tailed 
Grouse relocated at MPG Ranch this fall. In the Flint Creek and the Blackfoot Valleys, we 
can only track a few grouse at this time due to scarcity in Motus coverage. However, to our 
surprise, it appears that several individuals moved across relocation areas, between the 
Blackfoot and the Bitterroot. We will investigate these detections further. 

We hope this Motus station outside Ovando, MT will detect Sharp-tailed Grouse
reintroduced to the Blackfoot Valley. 17



An Idaho Success: Fish & Game’s Salmon Regional Headquarters
We've learned so much from our most recent station in Salmon ID. From 09/09 through 
10/21, our Motus station at the Salmon IDFG Regional Headquarters' Shop (below) detected 
a record number of tags. Over a month, we detected four Common Poorwills, one Northern 
Saw-whet Owl tagged by our bird crew, a Swainson's Thrush banded in Canada, and one 
silver-haired bat (inset) tagged by collaborator Nate Schwab on MPG Ranch. This same bat 
then flew southeast, and we tracked it to stations at Camas National Wildlife Refuge and 
Market Lake Wildlife Management Area 250 miles away. This bat detection provides the first 
long-distance migration data for a Montana bat. We also believe the lack of detections for 
other species helps narrow down migration options; the lack of Lewis's Woodpecker 
detections due south suggests a westerly travel route.
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Next Steps
We still have a few stations to install this fall and winter and plan to support installations in 
Mexico. We will also work on further analysis of our detection data. Our projected timeline 
includes: 

• November 3-5: Motus install at McNary National Wildlife Refuge, WA
• November 8-12: Two Motus installs at Malheur NWR, OR
• End November: Two Motus installs at C.J. Strike Wildlife Management Area, ID
• End November: Transfer of equipment and funds to Pronatura Sur and Pronatura 

Veracruz for the Isthmus of Tehuantepec Motus Project, MX
• December: Partners install the first Motus stations in Mexico
• December: Analyze departure times and travel rates for local MPG birds
• December: Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife Zoom Conference call for Umatilla 

Corridor Motus Project
• Early 2022: Pilot visits for Northeastern Oregon Motus Project

We will also begin planning Motus work in 2022.  Some questions we can already ask 
include: 

• Do we install a few stations north of Missoula in the Mission and Flathead Valleys for 
dispersing owls and woodpeckers? 

• Do we expand stations across the Sharp-tailed Grouse reintroduction area? 
• Do we continue to fill in the blanks in our current Idaho network?
• Do we support external research to increase stations to our south on potential wintering 

grounds for our birds?
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